
Color me happy
Grab your colors and get going!

Mount Wordsearch
Time for a great vacation up in the mountains.  
Can you find all the words listed below? 

Seeing spots!
Starting at Dot 1, follow the numbers in order and connect  
the dots.

PACK, LUGGAGE, TICKET, JET, CITY, HOTEL, SKI, PLAY

FUN IS WHERE YOU FIND IT KIDS MENU

*Consuming raw or undercooked meats, seafood, shellfish or 

eggs may increase your risk for food-borne illness.

#D51945#

1. Tear at perforation line.
2. Fold paper vertically in half.
3. Take top-left corner and  

fold diagonally.

4. Follow folding arrows.
5. Once folded, insert  

paper flap to close.
6. Have fun!
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BRIGHT EYED BREAKFAST
Served 6:30 am to 10:30 am

The Bacon and the Egg $4.00
One egg cooked to order with two slices of bacon and choice of toast

Golden Buttermilk Pancakes $4.00
Served with maple flavored syrup, whipped butter, and two slices of bacon

French Toast $4.00
Served with maple flavored syrup, whipped butter, and two slices of bacon

Your Favorite Cereals or Oatmeal $4.00
With toast 

DIG IN FOR DINNER
Served 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm

Gooey Grilled Cheese $5.00
Hot, tasty and crammed with cheese.  Served with french fries or veggies.

Chicken Fingers $6.00
With honey mustard sauce.  Served with fries.

That’s Using Your Noodle $5.00
Our pasta with butter or red sauce

Pizza for One $5.00
Cheese pizza with red sauce

Healthy Choice $7.00
Grilled chicken breast served with steamed broccoli.

AND NOW FOR DESSERT
A Scoop of Vanilla  Ice Cream $1.50

Brownie and Cookie $1.50

Fruit Cup $1.50
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1.  Once you’ve folded up your football, pick a side of the field. 

2.  Decide who goes first. That player takes a turn flicking  
the football to try to reach the end zone. 

3.  The other player makes “goal posts” by putting both index fingers up  
with thumbs out and touching (like an “L” and a backwards “L”).

4.  Each player gets three tries to get the football through the goal posts. 

5.  A touchdown is worth 5 points and the first player to reach 20 wins! 

PAPER
FOOTBALL

1. Tear at perforation line.
2. Fold paper vertically in half.
3. Take top-left corner and  

fold diagonally.

4. Follow folding arrows.
5. Once folded, insert  

paper flap to close.
6. Have fun!
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